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Abstract: In this article, some of the main contributions to BI (Bio-Impedance) parameter-based systems for medical, biological and 
industrial fields, oriented to develop micro laboratory systems are summarized. These small systems are enabled by the development 
of new measurement techniques and systems (labs), based on the impedance as biomarker. The electrical properties of the life mater 
allow the straightforward, low cost and usually non-invasive measurement methods to define its status or value, with the possibility 
to know its time evolution. This work proposes a review of bio-impedance based methods being employed to develop new LoC 
(Lab-on-a-Chips) systems, and some open problems identified as main research challenges, such as, the accuracy limits of 
measurements techniques, the role of the microelectrode-biological impedance modeling in measurements and system portability 
specifications demanded for many applications. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1993, Andreas Manz [1] developed a device 
capable of performing capillary electrophoresis on a 
single chip, first of its kind. The chip was generated 
using the know-how from microelectronic fabrication. 
Devices like this were named Micro Total Analysis 
Systems (uTAS), the term was coined by Andreas 
Manz itself. Soon, after the initial development, 
scientist realized that the original concept was 
applicable on a larger scale than previously though. 
The functionality provided by the downscaling of 
many macro world machines; reactors, separators, 
fluid-handling devices, etc. could possibly lead to a 
“LoC (Lab-on-a-Chip)” based experimental science in 
the related fields of knowledge, to know; medicine, 
biology, chemistry, etc. [2]. 
LoC systems are currently developed as an 
alternative to acquire biological parameters, 
mimicking the protocols or alternatively enabling new 
assays techniques to substitute the weighted and huge 
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classical biolab systems, avoiding the expensive 
material and the required human cost, and reducing 
the excessive time consumption [3]. The LoC 
paradigm aims at benefiting from mature technology 
existing in several fields: biology, medical, chemical, 
engineering (electrical, mechanical, etc.), 
microelectronics, computer science, etc., to solve a 
measurement problem in the bio-medical one. The 
system input is defined from a bio-signal transduction 
occurring in a sensor. Sensors can be classified 
according to their unique nature: optical, mechanical, 
acoustic, chemical or electrical. Many optical assays 
are being migrated to LoC systems since optical 
sensors technology has proven itself as reliable in the 
microelectronic technology. This can serve the large 
number of optical assays being carried out on 
biomedical labs [4-7].  
There exists evidence for further research and 
development on LoC technology. The biomedical 
engineering field comprises all the sensors and 
applications depicted in Table 1. Most of the 
applications are yet in an early state of maturity to 
support health attention in major health systems. Despite 
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Table 1  Bio devices nature and applications. 
Sensor nature Applications Ref. 
Optical Handheld fluorometers [10] 
Mechanical 
Triglyceride biosensor 
C-Reactive protein detection 
Glucose level analysis 
[11] 
Acoustic Hearing aid devices  
Chemical Chemical properties  or compound detectors 
[12] 
[8] 
Electrical 
Blood cell counting 
Stress detection 
Glucose concentration 
Tissue impedance evolution 
Cell-growth tax 
Toxicological analysis 
Bacterial detection 
[13] 
[14] 
[15] 
Device nature Applications Ref. 
Microfluidics DNA sequencing and analysis Drug delivery and guidance [16] 
Complex analysis Big data pool analysis in the health domain Sensor fusion 
[11] 
[17] 
Stimulation Spinal cord stimulation Drug delivery and guidance 
[18] 
[19] 
 
this fact, the great potential of this technology lies 
around the possibility to provide PoC (Point-of-Care) 
diagnosis. A good example for this would be blood 
cell counting technology [8, 9]. This could be used to 
diagnose certain conditions, which may be expressed 
via the blood properties in our body. 
The possibilities for this field of technology are 
endless. Electroderm analysis [9] can be used to 
diagnose stress related conditions. Moreover, many 
optical assays are migrating to LoC systems since 
optical sensors technology is well established by the 
microelectronic technology. Large number of optical 
assay has been done traditionally at biomedical labs 
[10]. Google itself has patented a smart contact lens to 
continuously measure glucose levels in tears. Tear 
glucose level is directly related to blood glucose level 
[20]. In addition, for sensing applications, biomedical 
engineers can take advantage of existing technologies 
in microelectronic devices. Further application of 
MEMs devices includes micro-actuators which, for 
instance, can store and deliver drug when necessary 
[16]. 
In 1957, Schwan, analyzed for the first time, the 
dielectric properties of biological matter [21]. He 
realized both dielectric constant () and conductivity 
() were varying as a function of the signal frequency. 
Biological electrical impedance or simply BI 
(Bio-Impedance) represents the electrical response of 
biological mater to electric fields. This response, if 
measured, can provide some insight on several 
properties (and some more under research). The 
present work is focused on electrical transducers, 
specifically, those occupied to detect the electrical 
properties of the biological mater, aiming at 
monitoring a biomarker representative of a biological 
process. The impedance (??), is composed by a 
resistive (??,) and a reactive (??) components. 
Currently, many research goals are focused on 
measuring the impedance of biological samples. 
Several are the major benefits of measuring 
impedances in medical and biological environment. 
Firstly, most biological parameters and processes can 
be monitored using its impedance as marker. Secondly, 
it is important to remark that, in many contexts, the 
bio-impedance measurement is a non-invasive 
technique. Finally, it represents an alternative cheap 
technique to labs; comparing with classical biological 
laboratories assay, those based on signaling and 
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labeling. It is very important to remark that traditional 
laboratories do offer high cost techniques for detecting 
bacterial elements in samples. The bio-impedances 
detection method can help to trace these elements [15]. 
Main applications identified in the literature are 
summarized in Table 2.  
In order to address the measurement problem for 
any bioimpedance Zx, with magnitude Zxo and phase , 
an illustration is provided in Fig. 1. It is necessary to 
provide an ac signal, where  represents the signal 
frequency. This signal is used to excite the sample 
under test, Zx, and then, the response, current or 
voltage, is picked-up by a trans-impedance amplifier 
or voltage amplifier. Processing circuits must extract 
the useful information (Zxo, ) from measurement, 
being in most cases necessary to establish a 
synchronization with the AC excitation circuits to 
guarantee the accuracy of the technique. Signals are 
coming in and out from the bio-samples travel along 
the electrodes. In this case, electrodes operate as the 
transducers converting electronic charge, at circuits, 
into ionic charge (at biological environment) and vice 
versa. Due to electrical properties of electrodes, both, 
the excitation and processing circuits, will be 
influenced by electrode frequency response, hence 
knowledge of the electrode-electrical model is a 
requirement for an adequate circuit design. 
In general, for impedance measurement process 
based on electrodes, the first specification to be 
considered is the electrical model employed for both 
the electrode and biology systems [46]. This fact must 
be considered along with the second one: the 
definition of the algorithm implemented by the 
measurement technique. This is one of the main 
drawbacks on the excitation circuit design, which is 
demanded by the need of using electrodes and its 
electrical response, frequency dependent, with a wide 
range of impedances values depending on the working 
frequency (ranging from several ohms to values in the 
M  range, for very small microelectrodes). Also, 　
applied voltage to electrodes must be amplitude 
limited to guarantee its correct linear biasing region, 
generally some tens of mV. It must be said that, for 
impedance measurement, the electrodes are usually on 
the path of the ac signal applied, so electrode models 
will influence eventually on the measurement. 
 
Table 2  Applications in the biomedical domain. 
Sample Applications References 
Tissue Myocardial ischemia Tissue degradation 
[13, 22] 
[23, 24] 
Cell Level 
Cellular growth 
Impedance spectroscopy 
Bacterial detection 
Cancer 
[14, 25-29] 
[30, 31] 
[15, 26] 
[32-35] 
Bio-marker 
or assay 
Toxicological analysis 
Glucose concentration 
DNA detection 
[15] 
[36] 
[37, 38] 
Body 
EIT (Electr. Imp. Tomography) 
ECG (Electrocardiography) EEG (Electroencephalography) SCS (Spinal Cord Stimulation) 
Respiration monitoring 
[39, 40] 
[18, 41-43] 
[44, 45] 
 
 
Fig. 1  General block diagram for the measurement of Zx impedance.  
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A second problem to be solved is the selection of 
the measurement technique to be implemented. In the 
literature, many methods have been reported [47]. 
Commonly, most of them require excitation and 
processing circuits. Excitation is usually done with 
AC current sources, while processing steps relies on 
algorithmic approaches, in order to decode the sample 
voltage response to signal excitation, the mission of 
the system described would be the effective 
determination of both bio-impedance components. 
Classical approaches consist on coherent 
demodulation principle [48] or synchronous sampling 
[49], leading, in general, to good results. In both 
techniques, processing circuits must be synchronized 
with input signals. This is a major requirement for the 
techniques to work. Best noise performance is 
achieved when proper filter functions (HP and LP) are 
implemented on the design. A general block diagram 
is illustrated in Fig. 1. For both algorithms, the signal 
synchronization is mandatory. These measurement 
principles work as feed-forward systems: the signal 
generated on Zx is amplified, and then processed using 
appropriate electronics for that purpose. 
Many of the actual applications for biomedical 
measurements have the potential to support real time 
monitoring, supervision and therapeutic role. The 
design of these systems has also others requirements; 
low-weight, small-size, low-power consumption and 
reliable and secure data transfer. 
Micro-electromechanical, micro-fluidic, 
micro-electronic and others micro-technologies are 
being adopted to this meet these requirements. It is 
important to remark that current microelectronic 
technology scale is similar to biological dimensions 
where the bio-chemical life processes are occurring 
and hence new biomedical methodologies may arise 
from this development. 
In the following, Section 2 reviews some proposals 
for the electrical model employed for the 
biological-electrode characterization, and the 
parameter related with. Section 3 summarizes the 
techniques developed for impedance measurement. 
Section 4 introduces the circuit issues related with 
system portability, lab-on-chip approaches. Section 5 
depicts some application using bioimpedance 
measurements. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the 
work conclusions. 
2. Bio-electrode Electrical Model 
Bio-electrodes employed to signal management on 
impedance acquisition modify the voltage and current 
involved in test, due to their electrical response 
according with their electrical model. These models 
can change depending on the kind of sensor: resistive 
or capacitive, and load involved in the application: 
saline solution, medium, cells, tissues, etc. under test. 
So, one of the first steps to solve in BI LoC design is 
to define the electrical electrode model for each 
application. 
The impedance of electrodes in ionic liquids has 
been described quite extensively [50-53]. When a 
solid (including metals, semiconductors, and 
insulators) is immersed in an ionic solution, ions in 
the solution can react with the electrode and the solid 
ions from the electrode can enter the solution, leading 
to complex reactions at the interface. An electrified 
interface or double layer develops at the interface of 
the two phases. Eventually, electrochemical 
equilibrium is established at the interface: the current 
flowing into the electrode is equal but opposite in sign 
to that flowing out from the electrode. The net result is 
the development of a charge distribution at the 
interface with an associated electric potential 
distribution. The Helmholtz-Gouy-Chapman-Stern 
model is the commonly accepted model for describing 
the charge distribution at the electrode interface [54]. 
The negatively charged electrode attracts hydrated 
ions with positive charges to the surface but repels 
negatively charged ions away from the surface, 
yielding the profiles of cation and anion concentration 
C+ and C-, respectively. The water dipoles are also 
reoriented under the electric fields. Some ionic species 
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that are not obstructed by their primary hydration 
sheath, such as some anions, can make their way to 
and come into the electrode. The charge distribution 
extends to the bulk solution thanks to thermal motion, 
forming an ion cloud-like diffusion layer and a charge 
spatial distribution. The profile of the diffuse zone 
depends on the Debye length, which in turn depends 
on the fluid constant, the temperature, the ion charge 
number and the ion concentration of the bulk solution 
[26]. 
When a small enough sinusoidal current is applied 
to the electrode at equilibrium, the electrode potential 
will be modulated by a sinusoidal overpotential [55]. 
In the range of linear behavior, the phasor ratio of the 
output overpotential to the input current defines the 
AC polarization impedance. During the small current 
perturbation, a charge transfer due to chemical 
reactions and mass diffusion occurs at the electrode 
surface. The rate-determining step will dictate the 
electrode polarization impedance. 
In the following paragraph, we will first discuss an 
equivalent circuit representing all the phenomena 
occurring at the electrode-solution interface and, then, 
we will explain each component in the circuit. The 
electrified interface can be considered as the series 
connection of two parallel-plate capacitors with the 
thicknesses of a compact layer and a diffuse layer 
respectively, with a water dielectric. This is the 
electrode-solution interfacial capacitance of the 
electrified double layer. Apart from the double layer 
capacitance, CI, the electrode-solution interface has 
faradic impedance representing a barrier to current 
flow between the electrode and the solution, including 
the finite rate of mass transport and electron transfer at 
the electrode surface. These phenomena are modeled 
in the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2, in which the faradic 
impedance is in parallel with the double layer 
capacitance. The current flowing through the 
electrified interface will encounter a resistance Rct 
caused by the electron transfer at the electrode surface 
and Warburg impedance ZW due to limited mass 
diffusion from the electrode surface to the solution. As 
a result, in the equivalent, the electron transfer 
resistance Rct is in series with the mass diffusion 
limited impedance ZW. As the current spreads to the 
bulk solution, the electrode has a solution conductivity, 
determined series resistance, represented as spreading 
resistance RS in the equivalent circuit. 
The circuit in Fig. 2 describes, in a general sense, 
most of electrode performances. In some applications, 
there are only capacitive path signal between the 
electrode-sample, so Rct resistance can be rejected. At 
some others, the model must be matched to the 
biological sampled being measure, as for example, 
measuring impedance of tissues [23], cell cultures [29], 
or cell density in suspension 3D [27], due to particular 
relationship observed between the electrodes and the 
bio-samples. In the electrode biosample modelling 
field, alternative setups and methodologies for LoC 
system are currently being explored [3]. 
The derivation of exact and confident models is an 
open task today, in order to increase the degree of 
knowledge of involved processes from measurement 
performed [25], and many works look forward to 
obtain cell signatures as a way to detection (cancer, 
toxicology responses, stem cells, liver-blood, 
myocardial cells). Furthermore, in Ref. [27] it is 
proposed the use of electrical model for cell 
suspension (3D) assays instead of the model employed 
by ECIS based on cell attachment (2D) to substrate, as 
a way to better imitate at micro labs the real 
performances of assays in tissues and organs. Several 
modelling techniques are being used for single cells and 
monolayers electrical models synthesis. In Ref. [30], a 
 
 
Fig. 2  Equivalent circuit for electrode solution interface. 
CI is the double layer capacitance; the Faradic impedance 
includes ZX, the Warburg impedance and Rct, the 
charge-transfer resistance. RS is the spreading resistance. 
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set of three parameters were proposed: Rb, barrier 
resistance between monolayer cells, h, gap distance 
from cell to attached substrate, and r, proposed cell 
radius, as a way to solve the electromagnetic field 
equations at the cell-to-electrode interface, by fitting 
these parameters to measurements. Another approach 
employs the finite element simulations, as COMSOL 
[28, 56] as a way to reproduce the electric conditions 
at the sensing structure for solving the electromagnetic 
equations. The knowledge of these models makes 
possible the measure interpretation in terms of cell 
size, number, tissue impedance and other properties, 
enabling their incorporation to computer aided design 
tools for predictions, circuit design help, and 
reconstruction data [57, 58]. 
3. Bio-impedance Measurement Techniques 
Commonly, these techniques require excitation and 
processing circuits. Excitation is usually done with 
AC sources: current or voltages, with the objective of 
measure the response of Zx. To define the technique to 
be applied, it must be evaluated first the electrode 
setup, its electrical performance and influence on the 
circuits specifications, and second, the algorithm to 
extract magnitude and phase (or Real and Imaginary 
components). 
In Ref. [48], processing steps are based on coherent 
demodulation principle, while synchronous sampling 
can be also employed [49], leading to good results. In 
both references, processing circuits must be 
synchronized with input signals, as a requirement for 
the technique to work, obtaining the best noise 
performance when proper filter functions (HP and LP) 
are incorporated. Block diagrams for it is illustrated in 
Fig. 3. The main drawback for in Ref. [48] is that the 
separated channels for in-phase and quadrature 
components must be matched to avoid large phase 
errors. Synchronous sampling proposed in Ref. [49] 
avoids two channels and demodulation, by selecting 
accurate sampling times, and adding a high pass filter 
in the signal path to prevent low-frequency noise and 
sampler interferences. These measurement principles 
work as feed-forward systems: the signal generated on 
Zx is amplified and then processed. Also, in Refs. [29, 
40] it is proposed a simple solution based on a 
resistance to recover the in-phase reference signal to 
extract the full impedance components of Zx. Another 
realization employs the computational power 
resources of a microprocessor to minimize the 
analogue part of the signal processing circuits, 
promoting the Amplitude-to-Time conversion 
procedure [59], taking advantage from the high 
frequency (300 MHz) clock existing in the P.  
Among the feedback sensing techniques (Fig. 3), it 
can be found the closed loop [60] and the OB 
(Oscillation Based) approach [29]. These have the 
advantage of controlling the voltage applied to 
electrodes for linear biasing, and the possibility of 
perform the measurement thanks to the feedback loop 
control signal. In the OB are eliminated also the 
external AC excitation source, requiring only a DC 
power supply. 
Two- and four-electrode represent the most 
commonly set-ups used to acquire BI signals. In 
two-wire approach [61], signal path incorporates   
the electrode response, while in four-wires this 
influence is cancelled or minimized. In three 
electrodes realizations, it is incorporated a RE 
(Reference Electrode), also with the CE (Counting 
Electrode) for measure and the WE (Working 
Electrode) for excitation. To summarize the 
techniques reviewed in this section, Table 3 is 
presented. The main techniques existing on the 
literatures are analysed below. 
 
 
Fig. 3  General block diagram for the measurement of Zx 
impedance with a feedback configuration. 
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Table 3  Bioimpedance measurement techniques. 
BI Technique Type Sync. AC Source 
Coherent demodulation  Feedforward X X 
Synchronous sampling Feedforward X X 
Closed loop Feedback  X 
OB (Oscillation Based) Feedback   
 
4. System Portability Issues 
The reduction of cost, size, and weight; the 
increasing of the test performance; and the system 
wearability, are properties being demanded by the new 
biomedical generation systems. These systems are 
developed from recent biomedical advances and aims 
at increasing the life quality and healthcare systems: 
The LoC devices. These systems [3, 46] try to 
optimize classical assays and biomedical techniques, 
incorporating as main property the portability. Final 
application must be driven by the biologist or 
physician, answering the questions of why, how and 
what is a LoC implemented for. Point-of-Care, 
implanted, real time monitoring and supervision, drug 
delivery, lab assays, and so should be supervised by 
an expert, to define the main requirements. Actuation, 
sensing and electronics are the three main functional 
parts of LoC, which must follow several guidelines: 
To preserve the bio-sample environment. Electrical 
signals values and ranges should be first (V/I) limited 
by living bodies, organs and cells. Electrical signal 
must preserve the sample quality, life and normal 
operation. This is not only a result from LoC develop 
process, but also, the bio assays, as for example, the 3D 
cell suspension assays, which seems to be a more 
realistic representation of the living cell environment in 
bodies, organs and tissues [27]. 
Low size/weight is mandatory for portability. This is 
currently being achieved with several 
micro-technologies (mechanical, optical, fluidic, and 
electronic, etc.) [3]. 
LP (Low-Power) is a compulsory requirement for 
wearable applications: electronics circuits must be 
designed to optimize power consumption. Pacemakers 
are examples of the first implanted apparatus in the 
body with a large history and evolution developed so 
far. Together, a power management unit should be 
incorporated. Low-Voltage specification can be 
relevant, but usually is considered in second place after 
low power consumption. 
Remote sensing and real time monitoring of process 
and biomarkers can be enabled with wireless or RF 
communication units. Microelectronics technology 
makes this option possible, enabling the reduction of 
the power consumption of the wireless system. In 
addition, the correct selection of the communication 
protocols will impact over the power consumption of 
the LoC. Commercial solutions based on numerous 
protocols are available.  
5. Applications 
Many application fields are being inspired by the 
LoC development. Medical (diagnosis, therapeutic, 
clinical, research, drug development), Biology 
(cell-culture: grow, toxicology, cancer, stems cells; 
PCR, etc.) and Industry (food control, bacterial, 
agriculture), are some examples, and in many cases, 
there is not a real border between all of them. 
Bio-impedance measurement performed with LoC 
systems are being applied to many areas: biology 
assays including Cell-Culture are being performed in 
Ref. [27], where the 2D cell-culture test principle 
developed by ECIS [30] is generalized to 3D systems, 
through the spheroidal impedance concept. This 
responds to the hypothesis that living cells in bodies, 
tissues and organs are in this 3D environment, not 
attached to substrate as in classical cell cultures. The 
analysis is based on constant phase models proposed 
for the microelectrode-medium-cells in the 
microsystem developed, and is applied to stem cells 
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differentiation and high throughput drug testing assays. 
Similar analysis is performed in Ref. [32] by 
proposing an electrical model of the cell cancer lines 
in suspension. Bioimpedance electrical parameters 
search for the microelectrodes-cells applied to HeLa 
cancer cell line is proposed in Ref. [31]. This work 
tries to find a “signature” of this cell lines based on 
the parameter associated to the electrode-cell model, 
by using a commercial impedance analyser. Cell 
cytotoxicity is studied in Ref. [62] with several 
electrode sizes, in order to define a breast cancer 
cell-signature respect to a proposed model. Assays for 
cell growth, attachment and spreading are reported 
using ECIS technique. 
In classic medical environments, like diagnosis, 
therapeutic and clinics, it can be found several BI 
based approaches. A four-wire setup is employed in 
Ref. [42] for ECG and hydration studies in human 
body using BI, with capacitive electrodes through the 
textile material and clothes. The electronics platform 
proposed is reported. Myocardial ischemic 
reversibility is studied in Ref. [22], by applying two 
Iridium electrodes with low polarization effects. The 
objective is to define how infarcted myocardial cells 
can be recovered with success after an ischemia 
happens. Body Skin Bioimpedance for EIT 
application in neonatal function monitoring is the 
challenge in microsystem presented in Ref. [63]. A 1.5 
m2 full microelectronic system is developed, with 
synchronous demodulation and multi-frequency 
capability. CRT (Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy) 
requires accurate heart rate provided by real time 
monitoring to correctly program the rate of 
stimulation for pacemaker devices. A fully integrated 
system with LP consumption (13 A), synchronous 
demodulation and ECG and respiration rate 
acquisition is reported in Ref. [41]. Also, with the help 
of a defibrillator as instrument, respiratory rate can be 
obtained [44]. In Ref. [45] it is proposed the 
measurement of the PWV (Pulse Wave Velocity) of 
blood in the human body by studying the delay in the 
blood signal path from heart to wrist. For that, two 
sensors are required: one ECG at the chest, and other 
BI at the wrist for blood flow rate measurement. An 
active-electrode is being proposed for “in-situ” 
picking-up the EEG signals to improve the signal 
quality in EIT brain imaging applications. The in-situ 
signal acquisition allows the better rejection of noise 
signal and CMRR reduction effects from electrode 
and other element mismatching [43]. Models for 
cortex cranial tissue are being developed to establish 
the tissue reaction to post-implantation EEG sensors 
[23], and also for electrical stimulation devices 
focused on neural activity rehabilitation. Glucose 
concentration in blood [36], body hydration etc., 
together with some industrial application focused in 
food test, like bacterial detection using inter-digit 
sensor presented in Ref. [15] and other examples. 
Between the non-specific application and those 
focused on computer aid applications, we can find the 
followings. A BI emulator is proposed in Ref. [57] 
with the aims of reproduce biological response in EIT 
experiments [39]. This represents an alternative to 
classical direct reconstruction problem or finite 
element approaches. The P capabilities are 　
exploited in Ref. [59] to minimize the specific 
analogue and digital circuitry required and increases 
the SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) for BI measurements 
in EIT. It is implemented an amplitude-to-time 
converter by direct high frequency sampling based on 
microprocessor clock rate. Errors in coherent 
demodulation approach are analysed in Ref. [64], 
encouraging a mixed sinusoidal-squared trade-offs for 
excitation and demodulation processes that allows 
error correction and increases the BI measurement 
accuracy. Development of an electrical model for 
spinal cord stimulations is presented in Ref. [18], by 
extending the linear model of the electrode, to large 
voltage amplitudes in which the non-linear 
performance of transfer resistance (RCT) is dominant. 
A Liver tissue electrical-model proposal is described 
in Ref. [24] to study the blood-flow in contrast to laser 
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Doppler flow sensors. This hypothesis correlates the 
haematocrit blood cells with the electrical model of 
the liver tissue. 
Important mention is deserved by the so-called 
POC (Point-of-Care) technology. This technology 
would enable the health systems to achieve a higher 
level of quality in patient care services. Not to 
mention the importance of having a whole family of 
cheap and robust devices capable of diagnosing a 
great variety of conditions in the under-developed 
countries. The tendency described in this article 
towards the development of Laboratory-On-Chip 
enabled devices could possibly lead to the future 
technology in healthcare sector of PoC systems based 
on bioimpedance measurements. Furthermore, as we 
approach (and interact with) the biophysical scale at 
which most biochemical reactions occur, new 
methodologies may arise that may help to improve our 
understanding of the biochemistry and provide new 
technologies for better diagnose and therapy. All of 
this can be developed thanks to the microelectronic 
technology. 
Finally, continuous monitoring of health variables 
in a non-invasive, cheap and effective way can lead to 
a deep transformation in the way healthcare services 
are applied. Possibility of having not only current 
value for patient health variables; blood biochemistry, 
temperature, blood cell count, heart rate, pressure, 
breath monitoring, but the historical data, is to be 
provided by using this technology and applying the 
novel concepts of “Wearable” technology and “The 
IoT (Internet of Things)” [11, 17]. 
6. Conclusions 
The use of bioimpedance parameter as biomarker, 
for characterization of many medical and biological 
processes, has been reviewed considering various 
reference points. From electrode point of view, the 
knowledge of the electrode performance below 
electrical excitation is mandatory for the success of 
designed circuits and data decoding. Each 
measurement situation corresponds to a kind of 
electrode and responds to characteristic impedance 
depending from sample being tested. Bio-electrode 
electrical model knowledge and its limits must be 
defined for each particular case. Measurement 
techniques based on electronic circuit implementation 
must consider specifications imposed by electrodes. 
The recommended choice is the OB (Oscillation 
Based) approach, which lacks requisite for 
synchronization between excitation-response signals 
and empowers the system with higher control on the 
excitation signal. Circuit design should consider also 
the low voltage level of many signals involved (SNR) 
and channel mismatch (CMRR for amplifiers). System 
portability is today a challenge for many biomedical 
applications. Limitation of signal ranges, reduced 
weight and size, low power consumption and wireless 
communication should be rules for driving the LoC 
system and its corresponding circuit design. Many of 
the current implementations are not really portable; 
trying to identify and correlate the bioimpedance 
measurements with biomedical processes, with the 
electronic not yet being incorporated to the biomedical 
lab. 
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